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Automatic Multiple Sclerosis lesion segmentation from Intensity-Normalized multi-channel MRI
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Abstract. In the context of the FLI MICCAI 2016 MSSEG challenge for lesion segmentation, we present a fully automated algorithm for Multiple Sclerosis (MS) lesion segmentation. Our method is composed of three main steps. First, the MS patient images are registered and intensity normalized. Then, the lesion segmentation is done using a voxel-wise comparison of multi-channel Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) against a set of controls. Finally, the segmentation is refined by applying several lesion appearance rules.
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1 Introduction

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a auto-immune brain degenerative disease causing irreversible patient handicap and which is still not well understood. Lesion detection is a major step to evaluate the patient disease status and its future evolution. Manual and semi-automatic segmentation methods are very time consuming and can show high inter and intra-rater variability [5]. To solve this issue, we present a fully automated method for MS lesions segmentation based on the combination of intensity standardization and voxel-wise comparison of multi-channel Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) of the patient and control subjects. Our process is applied to the FLI 2016 MSSEG challenge data.

2 Challenge data and evaluation criteria

2.1 Data and pre-processing

To allow challengers to optimize their segmentation algorithms, MS-SEG challenge organizers gave access to 15 MS patient data sets. Each data set contains pre-processed and unprocessed data, available for challengers who wish to perform their own pre-processing on the data, along with the ground truth and the seven manual segmentations used to compute it.
The challenge data sets include T1-w, T1-w Gadolinium, T2-w, PD and FLAIR sequences\(^1\). Pre-processed data are provided in order to reduce the dependency of the segmentation results on pre-processing performance. The pre-processed data are denoised with the NL-means algorithm [4], rigidly registered [2] towards the FLAIR images, brain extracted using the volBrain platform [8] and bias corrected using the N4 algorithm [12]. As brain extraction was performed, brain masks are provided in the pre-processed data sets. We decided to use the pre-processed data. For this reason, the method we describe below will focus only on the MS lesions segmentation itself.

### 2.2 Evaluation criteria for the MS-SEG challenge

The quality of the proposed segmentation algorithm may be assessed through two categories of evaluation metrics: lesion detection (are the lesions well detected independently of the contour quality?) and segmentation precision (are the lesion contours close to those of the ground truth?). For the MS-SEG challenge, the organizers will compare the results of the different segmentation workflows to a ground truth for each MS patient and will use several evaluation metrics, out of which two will be used for the ranking of the challengers algorithms\(^2\):

- **F1 score**: This metric is used to evaluate the quality of an algorithm in terms of lesions detection. It corresponds to the combination of the lesion sensitivity (SensL), i.e. the proportion of detected lesions in the ground truth, and the lesion positive predictive value (PPVL), i.e. the proportion of true positive lesions inside the result of segmentation algorithms.

- **Dice score**: This well known overlap metric is used to evaluate the quality of an algorithm in terms of segmentation precision.

The ground truth is computed with the Logarithmic Opinion Pool based STAPLE (LOP STAPLE) method [1], using seven independent manual segmentations for each patient.

### 3 MS lesions segmentation workflow

#### 3.1 Intensity Standardization

Our segmentation workflow is based on the voxel-wise comparison of MS patient images against a set of controls. However, intensity profile of conventional MRI has a high inter-subject and inter-scanner variability. To solve this issue, Karpate et al. [7] proposed the estimation of a correction factor which is used to make corresponding anatomical tissues take on the same intensity profile.

---

\(^1\) The challenge data sets will not be described further in this paper, more details can be found on the challenge website: https://portal.fli-iam.irisा.fr/msseg-challenge/data

\(^2\) More details are provided on the challenge website: https://portal.fli-iam.irisा.fr/msseg-challenge/evaluation
Robust Detection of Multiple Sclerosis Lesions

Image intensities of a healthy brain can be modeled by a 3-class Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), where each Gaussian represents one of the brain tissues: White Matter (WM), Gray Matter (GM) and Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF). MS lesions are considered as outliers of this model. Estimating the three classes parameters is rendered difficult because of MS lesion outlier intensities. We therefore estimate them with a modification of the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) proposed by Notsu et al. [9], more robust to outliers. This estimation is based on the $\gamma$-loss function for the Normal distribution, used to maximize the MLE in the form of $\gamma$ divergence, and is casted to yield an Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [7].

Once the parameters are estimated, we obtain the means and covariances of tissues for the source and target images. These values are used to define a linear correction function which can be solved by linear regression. The results of the linear regression are then exploited to normalize the intensity profiles of the images.

### 3.2 MS lesions detection

MRI registration and intensity normalization make lesion segmentation possible through a comparison of vector of intensities between the patient and control subjects. Patient images are registered on the set of controls using a linear registration method, based on the use of a block-matching algorithm as presented in [2,10], and a non linear registration method, based on the estimation of a dense non linear transformation between the images as presented in [11]. The methodology used by Karpate et al. [6] to compare the multi-channel vectors of intensities between MS patient and a group of controls is based on the computation of statistical differences through the Mahalanobis distance [3]. These vectors of intensities are built from the available images and can therefore use any combination of them, like FLAIR, or T2-w and FLAIR, or DP, T2-w and FLAIR, making this a parameter of the algorithm.

### 3.3 Refinement of the segmentation

The intensities of pixels corresponding to brain tissues can vary in function of the brain region where they are located. Indeed, pixels which belong to the white matter brainstem and cerebellum are usually more intense than pixels which belong to the white matter hemispheres. This phenomenon induces the detection of several false positives in the brainstem and the cerebellum. Therefore, intensity standardization and MS lesions detection are computed on one hand in the two hemispheres and on the other hand in the brainstem and the cerebellum.

### 3.4 Post-processing

This comparison based segmentation algorithm may generate false positives for several reasons (registration errors, presence of noise in the images . . . ). Therefore, we add a post-processing step to our segmentation workflow in order to reduce the number of false positives. The post-processing is made of four steps:
1. lesions which have a size lower than 3 mm$^3$ are removed
2. lesions touching the brain mask border are removed, as they are probably false positives due to vessels or skull stripping errors
3. lesions not sufficiently located in WM are removed, as MS lesions are typically located there
4. lesions which do not touch a mask computed from MS patient T2-w and FLAIR sequences are removed. Lesions are considered as hyper intense in these two modalities, so it is possible to build a mask of “probable lesions”, i.e. regions where lesions may appear and out of which no lesion may be seen. This mask is built by automatically thresholding the T2-w and FLAIR images and intersecting those masks. Our segmentation method generates several false positives in the brainstem, therefore, the mask used in this post-processing step also excludes this region.
5. lesions delineations are improved using the mask of “probable lesions” computed in the previous step

4 Results

4.1 MRI sequences used for MS lesions detection

Our algorithm can work with only one MR sequence or with several modalities. We have tested our segmentation workflow with T2-w and FLAIR sequences, discarding T1-w and PD images, as they generally show less MS lesion contrast than T2-w and FLAIR. Table 1 presents an evaluation of our segmentation (without post-processing algorithm) on the 15 training data. We worked on two possibilities to combine T2-w and FLAIR images for MS lesions segmentation:

**Intersection:** Here, we consider that the T2-w and FLAIR MS patient images are registered and intensity normalized on a set of controls. Vector images are created to combine T2-w and FLAIR sequences, on one hand, from MS patient images, and on the other hand, from control subject images. These vector images are then compared with the method described in section 3.2. Intersection of T2-w and FLAIR is interesting as it generates theoretically less false lesions detection as T2-w or FLAIR segmentation alone. However, this way to combine images has a drawback: in some cases, it is possible that a lesion intensity profile is close to the one of a tissue in a modality, which may reduce the Mahalanobis distance and induce the non-detection of a lesion even if its intensity profile is far from tissues intensity profiles in the other modalities.

**Union:** Here, we consider that our algorithm has already been used to segment MS patient lesions, first with T2-w sequences, and secondly with FLAIR sequences. Then, both segmentations are added. This induces, in theory, that more lesions are detected than in T2-w and in FLAIR segmentations alone. Yet, this type of combination has an inconvenient: false lesions detections from the both T2-w and FLAIR segmentations are kept, thereby adding some noise in the final segmentation.
4.2 Sample results

Table 2 presents an evaluation of the whole segmentation algorithm with a post-processing step on the training data. We choose to perform segmentation twice, using different MRI sequences each time, in order to remove some false positives and to improve lesions delineation. One process uses FLAIR image when the other uses the intersection of T2-w and FLAIR images as these modalities are the ones which provide the best results. An example of segmentation result is shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dice scores</th>
<th>SensL</th>
<th>PPVL</th>
<th>F1 scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2-w</td>
<td>0.4010</td>
<td>0.3771</td>
<td>0.1811</td>
<td>0.2102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAIR</td>
<td>0.5053</td>
<td>0.5309</td>
<td>0.1803</td>
<td>0.2552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-w ∪ FLAIR</td>
<td>0.4244</td>
<td>0.4932</td>
<td>0.1530</td>
<td>0.2135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2-w ∩ FLAIR</td>
<td>0.4396</td>
<td>0.5270</td>
<td>0.1507</td>
<td>0.2166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAIR and T2-w ∩ FLAIR</td>
<td>0.5663</td>
<td>0.4560</td>
<td>0.2871</td>
<td>0.3290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Evaluation of our segmentation algorithm with a post-processing step.

4.3 Implementation and Computation Times

The pipeline presented for the FLI2016 MICCAI MSSEG challenge used the combination of FLAIR and T2 ∩ FLAIR modalities to perform the segmentation as this process is the one which provides the best results (see Table 2). The algorithm implementation is multi-threaded, based on ITK and available in Anima\(^3\). The total computation time to process each segmentation of the data set on a computer with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2660 v3 @ 2.60GHz (8 cores) is approximately 8 minutes.

5 Conclusion

We presented a fully automated MS lesion segmentation method based on intensity normalization and voxel-wise comparison. MS lesion segmentation is a

\(^3\) https://github.com/Inria-Visages/Anima-Public
complicated task as MS lesion definition is inter-expert dependent. There is a high variability in the detection of lesions even between ground truth and manual segmentations (dice scores and F1 scores for training data vary respectively from 0.26 to 0.88 and 0.13 to 1). A few MR sequences also have a low initial resolution. This may influence the segmentation workflow and lead to worse results. Consequently, the choice of the optimal modalities used to compute a segmentation and the definition of efficient post-processing steps can be a complicated task.
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